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Abstract
This article describes a two wheelers detection system riding on people based on modified histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) for
vision based intelligent vehicles. These features used correlation coefficient parameter are able to classify variable and complicated shapes
of a two wheelers according to different viewpoints as well as human appearance. Also our system maintains the simplicity of evaluation of
traditional formulation while being more discriminative. In this paper, we propose an evolutionary method trained part-based models to
classify multiple view-based detection: frontal, rear and side view (within 60˚). Our experimental results show that a two wheelers riding on
people detection system based on proposed approach leads to higher detection accuracy rate than traditional features.
Key Words: Adaboost, Correlation coefficient, Haar-like, Histogram of oriented gradients, Pedestrian, Two wheelers.

I. INTRODUCTION
But while a simple device or vehicle to move things
may be in past, the shape (or style) and function is very
fast and variety progressed in now. The research for the
vehicle was not only the improvement of the vehicle
performance but also the protection of people in the
vehicle after accident. Nowadays, the core of the research
is changing to prevent the accident and to protect the
human from inner and outer.] Pedestrian detection system
is divided three categories – infrastructure enhancement,
passive safety system, and active safety system [1].
The development for the safety device design of
vehicles, especially airbag, bumper, electronic equipments,
and etc., has been focused on protecting drivers from
accident on the road and enhancing comfortability until a
few years ago. The most of research for the safety of
human has been worked to improve the detection rate for
pedestrian and vehicle on the road [1-3]. Lately, the
vulnerable road users (VRUs), consisting of human,

bicyclist, two wheelers, and other small vehicles, detection
has been researched to protect before accident for
intelligent vehicles [4].
The motivation of this paper is as follow. Firstly, two
wheelers detection system is still not considerable time
investment to find good algorithm. Secondly, it is familiar
with pedestrian detection which has accuracy and
efficiency in still images. But it is one of the most difficult
works due to a variety range of poses, as well as
environmental conditions, cluttered backgrounds, and
composite object (shown several shapes than pedestrian,
according to the view point). So in this paper, we suggest a
new algorithm to detect the two wheelers for the weak part
on the road.
Many improvement of vision-based and other kinds of
camera have been proposed, consequently pushing
performance [1, 5-6]. Pedestrian detection system is
divided several categories according to the sensors:
advanced and expensive sensors such as far infrared
camera and near infrared camera for night vision (FIR and
NIR) [7-9], LIDAR or RADAR based on extremely high
frequency [4], Laser Scanner in order to obtain much
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information and to make robust real-time detection [10],
and radio-based mobile communication such as Global
System for Mobile Communication (GSM) or Universal
Mobile Telecommunication (UMTS) [1]. Despite their
attractive aspects, vision-based system, particularly
monocular systems has many advantages; easy extension,
lower price and less computation [5, 11]. And this is still a
challenging problem because of the fact that people and
two wheelers can be appeared quite different shape due to
differences in the clothing/hairstyle, body pose, and two
wheelers model type [12]
Generally speaking, the literature on pedestrian
detection system is abundant. Features can be
distinguished into global features, local features, single
features, and multiple features depending on how features
are measured and used [13-15]. Global features operate on
the entire image of datasets such as principal component
analysis (PCA) [2, 16]. On the other hand, local features
are extracted by dividing a sliding window into different
subset region of image, with one or more kinds of features
extracted in each subset region [11, 14]. Similarity,
Mikolajczyk, etc., [17] divided into whole body detection
and body parts detection as the local features. The
advantage of using part-based research is that it can deal
with variation in human appearance due to body
articulation. However disadvantage of using this approach
is that it is difficult to calculate due to the more
complexity to the pedestrian detection problem [2].
Widely used single features for pedestrian and object
detection in the literature are edge [18], shapelets [19],
local binary pattern (LBP) [20][14], histogram of oriented
gradients(HOGs) [21, 22], local representative field[5],
wavelet coefficient [7], Haar-like features and its
application features [23]. On the contrary to this,
approaches based on multiple features combine several
types of the above single features. For example, Wang,
and etc. [24] suggested new feature extraction method
using different kinds of histogram features. And another
method is that different features can be used to train
classifiers individually and a final decision is reached by
the majority voting or by a classifier cascade [7, 25], using
support vector machine (SVM) [26], neural networks, or
k-NN classifiers [27].
Pedestrian detection has many algorithms that are
similar to two wheelers detection. Because of this reason,
our paper describes about the pedestrian detection.
Pedestrian detection has allured an extensive amount of
interest and received much attention from the computer
vision research community over the past few years. The
approaches for pedestrian detection have been proposed in
terms of features, data sets, classification, and general
architectures. Pedestrian detection research and data sets

have been proposed by pioneering workers [28]. Feature
extraction method from vision-based images has been
primarily studied in Haar wavelet-based method, HOG
which has direction of gradient, and local receptive field
(LRF). And support vector machine, neural network, and
Adaboost algorithm are applied a lot of categorizing
method [29]. Papageorgiou [30] detected pedestrian based
on a polynomial SVM method using modified Haarwavelet, Depoortere etc. [31] obtained an optimized result
study. And Gavrila and Philomin [32] performed
comparison using distance of chamfer from edge image.
Distance of chamfer is shown as the mean distance of
close features. Viola etc. [33] detected moving pedestrian
in more complicated region based on Haar-like wavelet
and space-time difference using Adaboost algorithm.
Ronfard etc. [34] accurately realized physical body
detection by joint SVM based on limb classification about
primary and secondary Gaussian filter. Classification
based methods have comprised the mainstream of research
and have been shown to achieve successful results in
object detection via pedestrian detection: SVM, neural
network, Adaboost, and etc. And the object classification
approaches have been shown to achieve successful results
in various research areas of object detections. The state-ofart, statistical pattern recognition techniques become
primary methods for classifier training in pedestrian
detection system.
As we mentioned previously, two wheelers similar with
not only the shape of pedestrian but also detection
technique based on several features. Two wheelers consist
of human and machine; usually a human is upper part and
machine is lower part in the shape. In this paper, we define
that bicyclist (BL) is a people riding the bicycle and
motorcycle driver (MD) is a people riding the motorcycle.
So two wheelers detection system can be adapted to the
pedestrian detection algorithms for features extraction,
classification, and non-maxima suppression. HOG [21]
based detector system has slow performance because of
dense encoding scheme and multi-level scale images.
Porikli [35] solved this problem using the concept of
“Intelligent Histogram” [35] to speed up the feature
extraction process. Another solution of the problem is to
use a boosting algorithm [4] to speed up classification
process. Because of above reasons, we tried to use
modified HOG algorithm to select best features and
Adaboost to improve detection rate. In this study, we
invented new algorithm based on adapted HOG value
which is normalized by correlation coefficient between
two wheelers area and the cell. More detail about general
and modified HOG will describe in section 2. This paper
proposes a system for the detection of two wheelers ride
on people with both efficiency and accuracy.
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This paper is organized as follow. In section II, this
paper explains the original feature set using general HOG
algorithm and the associated evolutionary algorithm which
is improved the detection rate. Section III describes the
framework and training procedure of proposed two
wheeler detection system. The results of their evaluation
and a detailed performance analysis are presented in
section VI. Section V concludes this paper.
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II. Feature Extraction
1. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOGs)
Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOGs) are feature
descriptors used in computer vision and image processing
for the purpose of object detection. The technique counts
occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions of
an image. This method is similar to that of edge
orientation histograms, scale-invariant feature transform
descriptors, which uses normalized local spatial
histograms as a descriptor, and shape contexts, but differs
in that it is computed on a dense grid of uniformly spaced
cells and uses overlapping local contrast normalization for
improved accuracy [36].

Fig. 1. The example of two wheelers HOG normalization. (a)
Original image (b) Calculated magnitude vector (c) cells (d)
blocks

Dalal and Triggs [21] described Histogram of Oriented
Gradients descriptors in the context of human detection.
Their proposed method is based on evaluating well
normalized local histogram of image gradient orientations
in a dense grid, computed over blocks of various sizes.
The main idea is that local object appearance and shape
can often be characterized rather well by the distribution
of local intensity gradients or edge directions. This is
achieved by dividing the image into cells and for each cell
a one dimension histogram of gradient directions over the
pixels of the cell is calculated. Then each block in the
image consists of a number of cells, as shown Figure 1.
After calculating x, y derivatives ( dx and

dy ), the
magnitude | m( x, y) | and orientation  ( x, y ) of the
47

I ( x, y) is computed from
(1)

One thing to note is that, at orientation computation
radian to degree method is used, which returns values
between -180° and 180°. Since unsigned orientations are
desired for this implementation, the orientation range of
degree which is less than 0° is summed up with 180°. The
next step is to compute cell histogram. Each histogram
divides the gradient angle range into a predefined number
of bins. In this paper, each cell, as shown Figure 1 (c), is
represented by 8x8 pixel size and has 9 bins covering the
orientation for [0°, 180°] interval. For each pixel’s
orientation, the corresponding orientation bin is found and
the orientation’s magnitude

| m( x, y) | is voted to this

bin. A contrast-normalization is used on the local
responses to get better invariance regarding illumination,
shading, etc. To normalize the cell’s orientation
histograms, it should be grouped into blocks (3x3 cells).
This is done by accumulating a measure of local histogram
value over the blocks and the result is then used to
normalize the cells in the block. Although there are four
different methods for block normalization suggested by
Dalal and Triggs [21], L2-norm normalization  is
implemented using equation (5)



f
2

B 2 2

(5)

2. Haar-like
The Haar-like features value, which is first proposed by
Oren, et al. [37], is used to represent the feature of
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal edge in image. The
purpose of these are used as overcomplete Haar wavelets
for pedestrian detection. Later, Papageorgiou & Poggio
[30] studied the overcomplete Haar wavelets for the
detection: face, car, and pedestrian. Following the idea of
overcomplete Haar wavelets, Viola and Jones [21]
proposed the Haar-like rectangle features for face
detection and Lienhart and Maydt [38] added rotated
rectangle features to the feature set, which is called
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eextended Haarr-like features.
This calculatte a sum of eaach componennts: the pixel gray
level values sum
s
over thee black rectanngle and the sum
o
over
the wholee feature area,, as shown in Figure
F
2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

by changes in annother. It is eexpressed betw
ween -1 and 1
thatt measure thhe strength of the lineaar relationshiip
betw
ween two varriables. A corrrelation coeffficient of zerro
meaans that the tw
wo numbers are not relateed. A non-zerro
corrrelation coeffiicient means tthat the numb
bers are relatedd,
but unless the cooefficient is either 1 or -1 there are otheer
uences and thhe relationshipp between thee two numberrs
influ
is not fixed. As previoussly defined, even thouggh
corrrelation coeffficient incluudes the neegative range,
because it meaans that tw
wo numbers are inverselly
corrrelated, we reegarded the neegative value as the positivve
valu
ue. So this (  ) calculator uuses the follow
wing:

(d)

(e)

0   cx ,cy  1

Fig. 2. Subset of
F
o Haar-like feaatures prototypees. (a) Edge feaature.
(
(b)
Line featuure. (c) Centerr-surround feaature. (d) Diaggonal
f
feature.

Because in a real and robuust classifier is used hundreed of
ffeatures, the direct
d
computaation of pixel sum
s
over mulltiple
r
rectangles
willl make the deetection work very
v
slow andd not
s
suitable
for real time appplication. Viola
V
et al. [33]
introduced a very
v
effectivee algorithm for
f computingg the
s
sum
quickly, so
s called integgral image. Thhe integral im
mage,
s
summed
area table (SAT),, is computedd over the whole
w
image I [33]]. The definition of SAT
T (

K ( x, y) ) is

f
following:

K ( x, y ) 

 I (x , y )
'

'

(6)
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is standardd deviation forr two cell, cx
x

cy , and C (cx, cy) iss the covariannce of two cells.

In General,
G
correelation coefficcient is used to explain thhe
info
ormation we calculate
c
abouut the magnittude in the onne
cell by observingg another maggnitude in the cell. As show
wn
in Figure
F
2, the cells of two wheelers areea are showinng
diffferent type off characteristiic than other area, such as
a
back
kground or road
r
area (boottom). Then we emphasizze
thatt our paper prroposed an innnovation metthods based on
o
the relation inform
mation of twoo cells.

x'  x , y '  y

The sum is
i done by using the rectangle
r
corrners
c
coordinates,
ass described inn the equation (7) and figuree 3.
SUM (r )  K ( x4 , y 4 )  K ( x2 , y 2  1)
 K ( x3  1, y3 )  K ( x1  1, y1  1)

(7)

III. Classifier
Ad
daboost is a simple learniing algorithm
m that selects a
smaall set of weeak classifierss from a larrge number of
o
poteential featuress according tto the weighted majority of
o
classsifiers. The trraining proceddure of Adabo
oost is a greeddy
algo
orithm, whichh constructs aan additive combination
c
o
of
weaak classifier. Our boostingg algorithm iss basically thhe
sam
me as P. Viola’s algorithm [[33]. The boossting algorithm
m
pseu
udo code for Adaboost
A
is ggiven in Fig.3. The algorithm
m
takees as input a training seet ( x1 , y1 ), , ( xn , yn ) wherre
each
h xi belonggs to some ddomain

X and
a
each labeel

yi is in some laabel set Y .
The
T final hypoothesis H iss a weighted majority
m
vote of
o
F 3. The calcuultaion of sumss
Fig.

the T weak hypootheses where

w
assigneed
 t is the weight

to ht . Using tw
wo strong cllassification, in this papeer
3 Correlation
3.
n Coefficient
A coefficiennt of correlatiion or Pearsonn product-mom
ment
c
correlation
coefficient (PMCC) is a num
merical measurre of
h
how
much onne number cann be expectedd to be influennced

sugg
gests 2nd staage cascade method. It improves thhe
reco
ognition rate due to the ccomplementary
y role for tw
wo
featture vector of quite differennt type.
4
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IV.. Experimeental Resultts

Given trainiing set: ( x1 , y1 ),  , ( xn , yn )

y i  Y   1,1

Where xi  X ,

1.

Initialize

w1,i 

weights

1 1
,
2m 2l

for

yi  1,1
o positive image(twom : thee number of
wheeler, +1)
n
imagge(non twon : the number of negative
wheeler,-1)
2. For t=1 ···T:
(a) Norrmalize the weights,

wt ,i 

wt ,i
n

w
j 1

t, j

so that wt ,i is a probaability distribuution of ith

To
T
access the effectivveness of the proposeed
evolutionary meethod, the algorithm was applied to a
pracctical proposeed method. Ouur system run
n on a platform
m
baseed on Pentium
m 3.1 GHz andd 2GB DDR memory.
m
For the proposedd efficient twoo wheeler deteection approacch,
we describe the performance of our innovaative techniquue
usin
ng correlation coefficient. W
We evaluate th
he performancce
of our
o techniques on our posiitive samples (two wheelerrs
dataasets; bicyclist and motorcyycle driver).
Then
T
the detecction performaance is compaared with otheer
typiical features. Each
E
datasets are consists of
o two kinds of
o
typee according too the front vieew point for horizontal
h
linee:
90° and 60°. Andd in our studyy, we also exp
periments abouut
mix
xed the 90° annd 60°. Our daataset containss only front annd
back
k view with a relatively llimited range of poses (600°
and
d 90°) which are
a scaled to ssize 16x128 pixels.
p
And thhe
neg
gative (non-tw
wo wheelerss) samples used in ouur
experiments weree extracted raandomly from
m general streeet
imaages. All our dataset
d
exampples used in th
his paper show
ws
in Figure
F
4.

training image for tth weak classification
(b) Forr each featuree, j, train a cllassifier

hj

which iss restricted too using a sinngle feature.
The erroor is evaluatedd with respect to wi

 j   w j h j ( xi )  yi

Positive
P

.

i

(c) Chooose the classifier, ht , withh the lowest
error

t
Negative
N

(d) Update the weightts:

wt 1,i  wt ,i  t1 i
Where

mple xi is
 i  1 if exam

classiified correctlly,
and

t 
i

 i  1 otherwise,

t
1 t

3. Output thhe final hypothhesis:

 T

H ( x)  sign  t ht ( x)  ,
 t 1

where  t  log(1 /  t )
F 3 Adaboostt learning proceedure.
Fig.

4
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Fig. 4. Examples of training sampples for positive and negative.

Used
U
each traiining set ratioo of positive and
a negative is
1:1 and 1:2. For more detail, tthe bicyclist training
t
imagees
xamples for 90
9
are 340 examples for 60 degreee and 845 ex
gree. And mootorcycle drivver training images
i
are 96
9
deg
exam
mples for 60 degree and 2234 examples for 90 degree.
We also train thee mixed of twoo degree and types
t
(bicyclist
d motorcycle driver). In the first exp
periments, thhe
and
perfformance of the
t traditionall HOG featuree has shown in
i
Figu
ure 5, according to the dataa type and deg
gree.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. The ROC curves of testing samples for traditional HOG
method. (a) Non-mixed degree. (b) Mixed degree.

In Figure 5, we confirmed that the mixed two degree
(90° and 60°) showed bigger area for the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves than non-mixed
degree. For the HOG features, we have used a cell size of
3x3 pixels with block size of 3x3 cells, descriptor 9
orientation bins of signed gradients to train Adaboost
classifiers.
Our preliminary experiments were tested on our two
wheelers data set, and Figure 6 shows the ROC curves for
the traditional HOG method. The ROC curves were
generated as described in [33] by adjusting the threshold
(θ) of the last two node of the object detector from -20 to
20. Note that in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the true positive
rate is plotted against the number of false positive
detections.

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 6. The ROC curves of testing samples for the proposed
method: HOG_CC1 and HOG_CC2. (a) HOG_CC1 non-mixed
degree. (b) HOG_CC1 mixed degree. (c) HOG_CC2 non-mixed
degree (d) HOG_CC2 mixed degree.

This paper tried two kinds of correlation coefficient (CC)
methods: CC1 and CC2. The CC1 is calculated the CC
value between each cell and special area which is showed
human and two wheelers, as shown in Figure 7. In this
paper, the special area was established the red region in
the Figure 7 (c). The sum of CC value calculated by
equation (8) is multiplied as the cell weight. This is
normalized as following:
K

1



(8)
i

(a)
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cell number.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. The exxample of CC11 target area foor input imagee. (a)
F
O
Original
image. (b) Extracted edge
e
image. (c)) Target area foor CC.

K is the sum oof CC and C j means j th
t

cell.
For
F the same data
d set, a com
mparison of th
he performancce
resu
ults for anothher different feature types are shown in
i
Figu
ure 9. The reesult of Haarr-like featuress shows loweer
perfformance thann HOG and prroposed algorrithms, becausse
of concentrated
c
leeft lower areaa in the Figure 9.

The secondd method, CC
C2 is calculateed similar to CC1.
C
But in this casse, we thoughht that if the human
B
h
and biccycle
is separated too calculate thee CC as the tarrget region, it will
b more enhhanced perforrmance and have remarkkable
be
f
features.
And then, upper ceell is calculateed below cellss and
b
below
cell are calculated uppper cells, as shown
s
Figure 8.

Fig. 9. The result of
o Haar-like feattures.

V. CONCL
LUSION
(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Proposedd CC2 method to calculate thee CC. (a) Upperr cell
F
to below target area. (b) Below
w cell to upper target
t
area.
Table 1. The reesult of recogniition accuracy for
T
f several metthods
(
(%).

60

90
90-60
Mixed
M

B
M
MB
B
M
MB
B
M
MB

HOG
1:1
1:2
98.6
99.2
93.2
98.3
98.3
98.3
99.2
99.2
99.4
99.4
98.8
99.0
99.0
99.0
98.8
99.1
98.0
97.9

HOG_CC1
1:1
1:2
98.6
99.0
94.
98.9
98.4
98.6
99.1
99.2
99.2
99.4
98.9
98.8
98.7
98.6
98.8
99.2
97.9
97.8

HOG_CC2
1:1
1:2
99.9
99.9
99.9
100
99.9
100
100
99.8
100
99.9
100
99.8
100
100
99.9
100
100
100

In table 1,
1 the HOG__CC1 showss similar to the
ttraditional HO
OG method for
f each trainning rate. Butt the
H
HOG_CC2
presents not onlly higher accuuracy rate thann the
t
traditional
HO
OG and HOG__CC1 methodd for training rate
a
and
all degreee but also less
l
calculatioon time thann the
H
HOG_CC1
duue to using haalf image. Addapted equatioon is
a follows:
as
K   i
Cj  Cj *K

W
Where
5
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(9)
(10)

i is the
t number off CC calculattion and j means
m

Th
his representattion yields noot only a sugg
gested solutioon
for weak objeccts (two whheelers) on the road buut
mputationally efficient algoorithm using the correlatioon
com
coefficient. It haas the problem
m that two wheelers
w
movve
p
onn the road. So
S it has verry
fastter than the pedestrian
valu
uable researchh to protect thhe human life
fe and to avoiid
the accident. Too solve this pproblem, we proposed thaat
HOG_CC2 used a slidingg window approach haas
ous algorithm
m.
outsstanding deteection result than previo
Adaaboost classifiication based m
methods havee comprised thhe
maiinstream of reesearch to dettect two wheelers and havve
been
n shown to acchieve successsful results in
n two wheelerrs
deteection. It hass been experiimentally dem
monstrated thaat
CC2
2 method gennerated by thhe correlation
n coefficient of
o
locaal features (huuman bicycle) leads to betteer classificatioon
resu
ults than otther traditionnal methods from ROC
C.
Furtthermore we also confirmeed the recogn
nition accuraccy
of HOG_CC2
H
has higher dettection rate than
t
HOG annd
HOG_CC1.
From
F
the expperimental reesults, we prroved that thhe
proccess of two wheelers
w
detecction may usee smaller locaal
feattures, low dim
mension and leess computatiion than earlieer
sugg
gested. And we consider that there arre many futurre
experiments that could be donee to extend off this study (noot
dealls with including occluuded area, object
o
changge
acco
ording to the weather,
w
and oothers degree in this paper.
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